The Center of Consultations and Training - University of Jordan and The Integrated Development Academy Will hold the International Conference “Banking Information Security and Protection-Prospects and Challenges” (BISP), from 19 to 21 July 2020
Under the supervision of the Central Bank of Jordan

With the scientific participation of international and local institutions

International Finance Corporation (IFC) - Jordan
The European Union (EU)
Information System Audit and Control Association (ISACA)
Chartered Institute for Securities & Investment International
International Computer Auditing Education Association (ICAEA) - Canada
Information and Communications Technology Association – Jordan
The Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (TRC)
Association of Banks in Jordan
School of Sharia – The University of Jordan
School of law – The University of Jordan
School of business – The University of Jordan
King Abdullah II School of IT – The University of Jordan
INTRODUCTION:

Under the supervision of the Central Bank of Jordan, it is our great pleasure at the Center of Consultation and Training – the University of Jordan and the Integrated Development Academy for training and consultations (IDA) to invite you to participate in The International Conference “Banking Information Security and Protection-Prospects and Challenges” (BISP) which will be held in Amman from 19 to 21 July 2020.

THE OBJECTIVES THAT THE CONFERENCE SEEKS TO ACHIEVE:

- The role of international standards in enhancing banks’ commitment to information security.
- Explore the future of legal and procedural legislation, compliance and institutional governance to enhance the security and protection of banking information.
- Enhance the role of banking information technology in banking risk management.
- Enhance the protection and confidentiality of customer information and the ways of promoting awareness and training.
- Information systems and their role in enhancing financial inclusion.
- Looking ahead to the future of the ICT industry in enhancing the security and protection of banking information.
- The banking industry in light of the progress of the electronic systems and the assistance of the higher departments of banks and the supervisory bodies in the strategic planning.
- The challenges facing Islamic banking, administratively, legitimately and technologically, in light of technological and informational changes.

SCIENTIFIC SPONSORSHIP INSTITUTIONS (PARTICIPATE IN THE ORGANIZATION AND A KEYNOTE SPEAKERS):

- Central Bank Of Jordan
- International Finance Corporation (IFC) – Jordan
- The European Union (EU)
- Royal Scientific Society (RSS)
- Chartered Institute for Securities & Investment (CISI)
- Association Of Banks In Jordan
- The Telecommunications Regulatory Commission (TRC)
- ISACA – Amman chapter
- International Computer Auditing Education Association (ICAEA) - Canada
- Information And Communications Technology Association – Jordan (int@j)
- School of law – The University of Jordan
- School of business – The University of Jordan
- King Abdullah II School of Information Technology – The University of Jordan
- School of Sharia – The University of Jordan
CONFERENCE TOPICS & SCIENTIFIC MEMBERS FOR EACH TOPIC:

**The first topic.** The development of legal and procedural legislation, and the Banking governance and compliance in the promotion and protection of banking information.
- His Excellency Dr. Ahmed Alowaidi. (The chair of the first topic) - Dean of the Faculty of Law - University of Jordan.
- His Excellency Dr. Ali Muslih - Legal Advisor and Supervisor - An-Najah University
- Dr. Tawfiq Almajali - Private Law - University of Jordan - Arbitrator
- Dr. Mohamed Al Maaqqbeh - Professor of Law - University of Jordan
- Dr. Hisham Abd Al Aleem - Creators training for development – Turkey – Expert of Arbitration
- Dr. Ali Mohamed Jawad Atta - Professor of Law – Iraq

**The second topic.** The role of electronic auditing, internal control systems, and international legislation and standards in enhancing the security and protection of banking information.
- Prof. Mansour Saaydah (The chair of the second topic) - Department of Accounting - University of Jordan.
- Prof. Ali Al-Thunibat - Department of Accounting - University of Jordan
- Dr. Hamza Al-Muali - Head of Accounting Department - University of Jordan
- Dr. Abdulmutallab Mohammed Ali - Professor of Governance and Accounting - AL Ahlia University – Bahrain
- Mr. Alaa Nasrallah - Arab Bank - Director of the Audit Department of Information Systems - Internal Audit Department - Representative of the Association of Banks
- Mr. Nader Qahoush - Chief inspector of Information and Technology Censorship - Central Bank /Representative of Jordan Banks Association

**The third topic.** The Information Computer Technology (ICT) industry and its role in enhancing the security and protection of banking information - where will we go?
- Prof. Amjad Hudaib (The chair of the third topic) - Dean of King Abdullah College of Information Technology - University of Jordan.
- Prof. Ezz Hattab - Canadian Auditing Association
- Prof. Bahaa Khasawneh - Princess Sumaya University - King Hussein College of Computer Science
- Prof. Essam Al-Dawood - Dean of the Faculty of Information Technology – Zarqa University
- Dr. Khair aldine Sabri - King Abdullah University - Jordan University
- Dr. Omran Salem - Professor of Information Security- Amman Private University
- Dr. Mousa Habib - Professor of Information Security- Al Hussein Technical University
- Dr. Iyad al-Desouki - Princess Sumaya University - Middle East Institute - Royal Scientific Society
- Dr. Omar Al-Qadi - Professor of Information Security - King Abdullah University - Jordan University
The sixth topic. Banking industry and risk management associated with a technologically advanced and dynamic environment.

- Prof. Fayez Haddad (The chair of the sixth topic) - Dean of Business School - University of Jordan.
- Prof. Samer Rajoub – Business School -The Hashemite University
- Dr. Mohammed Al-Khatayba - Head of Finance Department - Faculty of Business - University of Jordan
- Dr. Diana Abu Ghonma - Department of Finance - Faculty of Business - University of Jordan
- Dr. Mais Shaaban - Business School - Al Zaytuna University

The fifth topic. Confidentiality of customer information, protection of customer accounts and information from the penetration, and legal and moral responsibility of banks and central banks - awareness and training.

- Prof. Hani Al-Damour - Professor of Marketing - Faculty of Business - University of Jordan (The chair of the fifth topic)
- Prof. Mohamed El Nsour - Professor of Marketing - University of Applied Sciences.
- Dr. Iyad Muslih - Integrated Development Academy
- Eng. Rana Khalil - Royal Scientific Society
- Dr. Abdullah Sartawi - Expert in Islamic finance & Marketing

The fourth topic. Islamic banking industry and the challenges of the virtual digital future - originality and modernity.

- Prof. Adnan Al-Assaf (The chair of the forth topic) - Dean of Faculty of Sharia - University of Jordan.
- Prof. Hussein Samhan - Dean of the Faculty of Economics and Administrative Sciences – Zarqa University
- His Excellency Dr. Ali Muslih - Legal Advisor and Supervisor - An-Najah University
- Dr. Basil Al-Sha‘ar – Islamic Finance - Vice Dean of Faculty of Sharia - University of Jordan
- Dr. Majdi Ghaith - Head of Islamic Banking Department - Faculty of Sharia
- Dr. Abdullah Sartawi - Expert in Islamic finance & Marketing-IDA
• For more details about the topics, please visit the conference's website http://conferences.ju.edu.jo/en/Security/Home.aspx

Workshops:
• General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and its impact on banking sector.
• Recent developments in financial technology.
• Combating cyber threats.
• Governance, Risk management and Compliance. (GRC)

Scientific Journals:
• Accepted papers will be published during the conference proceedings and selected papers will be considered for further publications in the following journals:
  • The International Arab Journal of Information Technology (IAJIT)
    ISSN: 1683-3198
  • International Journal of Electronic Banking
    ISSN: 1753-5239
  • International Journal of Computer Auditing
    305-10707 139 ST

Registration Fees:
• Researchers in case of submitting a research: 350JOD or 500$
• Conference attendance: 700JOD or 1000$
• Each workshop: 100JOD or 140$
• Students: 100JOD or 140$
• Special discount for groups.
• 50% Discount for scientific sponsor institutions, local government organization and sponsors institutions.

For discounts, please contact Dr. Abdullah Sartawi at: +962795758407 or a.sartawe@ida.edu.jo

Organizing Committee.
• Chair: Prof. Imad Salah - Vice-President of the University of Jordan for Planning, Development and Finance Affairs, Chairman of the Center of Consultations and Training at the University of Jordan, and Chairman of the Committee of Conferences at the University of Jordan.
• Co-chair: Prof. Yehia Abdel Latif - Chairman of the Board of Directors - Integrated Development Academy for Training and Consultancy.
• Chairman of the administrative and preparatory committee for the Conference: Dr. Mohamed Al Maqqbeh - Manager of the Center of Consulting and training.
• Vice-chairman of the administrative and preparatory committee for the Conference: Dr. Abdullah Sartawi - Manager of The Integrated Development Academy.
- Conference Sub- Themes
  - The development of legal regulations governing the security and protection of banking information.
  - The Authenticity of electronic means of proof in combating electronic crimes and in proving rights.
  - The Integrity of the legislative, regulatory, security and international institutions to enhance the security and protection of banking information.
  - EU legislation on information security GDPR and its impact on the banking sector.
  - The role of information security in reducing financial crimes, penetration, counter-terrorism, and money laundering.
  - The role of banking governance and compliance in enhancing the security and protection of banking information.
  - Electronic auditing and control systems and their role in protecting the security of banking information and in enhancing the reliability of financial reports.
  - Judicial accountability and its role in enhancing information security and reducing financial crimes.
  - Development of international standards and electronic auditing associations (ISACA - ICAEA) in enhancing the security and protection of banking information.
  - The role of risk-based internal audit in reducing the risk of banking information in the light of The International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS9).
  - The role of communication bodies and systems in enhancing the security and protection of banking information.
  - Development of electronic payment systems and their role in enhancing the security and protection of banking information.
  - Security and protection of databases and communication systems and their role in promoting banking.
  - Security and protection of electronic banking channels.
  - The future of the IT industry - Where will we get?
  - The challenges faced by Islamic banking in light of technological and informational changes.
  - The role of Accounting and Auditing Organization for Islamic Institutions in the development of standards for electronic auditing - internal, and external) financially and legitimately).
  - Islamic banking and contemporary technological issues.
  - Virtual digital currencies between originality and modernity.
  - Islamic finance tools under advanced technological systems (communication, trading, and payments).
  - Case study - Turning Islamic banking into digital banking.
  - The moral and legal responsibility of banks and central banks for the security and protection of customer banking information (customer data penetration).
  - Enhancing customer confidence in information systems and the role of regulatory, legislative, and security bodies in achieving and enhancing this confidence.
  - Enhancing customer confidence by checking the integrity of the systems and confirming the degree of reliability by competent bodies.
  - Social responsibility programs for central banks, banks, legislative, security and regulatory authorities, communication companies, IT companies, educational institutions, and training centers to enhance community confidence and individual awareness in information security and protection and prevention of bank account penetration.
  - The role of banking information technology in reducing banking risks.
  - The future of the banking industry in a technologically advanced and dynamic environment (FINTICH - Big Data - Block chain).
  - Bank accounts and digital virtual currencies.
  - Hedging of banking penetration - proactive measures and reaction policies.
  - Central banks and their supervisory role in enhancing the security and protection of banking information and confidence in the banking sector.
  - Information technology and its role in achieving financial inclusion.
For registration, please fill out the registration form on the following link:

Payment:
Cairo Amman Bank-Swift Code: CAABJOAMXXX

BENEFICIARY: UNIVERSITY OF JORDAN

NAME & ADDRESS:
CAIRO AMMAN BANK
UNIVERSITY OF JORDAN BRANCH

USD Account
ACCOUNT Number: (090002646993)
IBAN Number:
JO13 CAAB 11 000 000 000 9000 2646993

JOD Account
ACCOUNT Number: (090002646985)
IBAN Number:
JO35 CAAB 11 000 000 000 9000 2646985

Please note:
1- The amount of the transfer should be inclusive of all the fees and charges due to the intermediate bank
2- The information included in the transfer should refer to the DETAILS OF THE TRANSFER:
Banking Information Security and Protection -Prospects and Challenges" (BISP)